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Static Stretching (SS) is a popular technique performed to increase joint range of 
motion (ROM). Therefore, increases in joint ROM after long-term SS programs 
may be attributed to morphological adaptations. Periodized program have been 
adopted to induce greater adaptations to the neuromuscular system while 
avoiding overtraining effects. However, the effects of periodized stretch training 
interventions to investigate long-term stretching adaptations are still unknown.  
Therefore, the objective of this study was to compare the effects of a periodized 
(PD) and non-periodized (NP) programs on flexibility, hamstrings stiffness and 
muscle performance. Fifteen participants were allocated to either PD or NP SS 
training programs and tested pre- and post- 8 weeks for jump height, hip flexors, 
hip extensors and dorsiflexors range of motion (ROM), hamstrings stiffness and 
hamstrings and quadriceps peak torque (PT). The results demonstrated that both 
PD and NP stretch training programs similarly increased joint flexibility, 
hamstrings PT and jump height, and decreased hamstrings stiffness. However, 
PD elicited overall greater flexibility compared to the NP. Therefore, 8-week PD 
and NP SS programs can cause morphological adaptations to young gymnasts 
and increases in muscle performance. However, effect sizes indicate that longer 
PD stretch training was more advantageous for increasing flexibility and 
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Stretching is a technique to improve range of motion (ROM). It has been consistently 
shown that static (SS), ballistic (BS) and dynamic (DS) stretching increase ROM. 
However, these ROM improvements are counterbalanced by research demonstrating 
decreased muscle performance mainly after SS. BS and DS typically induce either 
increased or no change in muscle force and power. However, there are conflicting 
descriptions in the literature regarding differences between BS and DS stretching, and 
thus further conflict regarding their specific effects on performance. One mechanism 
responsible for acute stretching increases on ROM may be decreased spinal excitability. 
Neurological changes associated with increased ROM may also be a major factor 
explaining static stretch-induced muscle performance decrements. However, when 
stretching is performed over a long term training program, flexibility increases may be 
attributed more to stretch tolerance. There are many factors involved in acute stretching 
responses on muscle performance such as duration, population, volume and muscles 
stretched. The population used in most stretching studies are usually not familiarized 
and do not regularly perform stretching, demonstrating low levels of flexibility. 
Additionally, the majority of studies including stretch training programs do not perform 
any type of stretching periodization program, with progressions involving changes on 
load, stretching mode and volume throughout the program. The lack of control for these 
variables in stretching training programs may lead to misleading information regarding 
acute and chronic stretching effect on muscle performance.      
1.2 Introduction 
 
SS, BS and DS stretching are widely used to increase joint ROM 1-5. SS involves 
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lengthening the muscle to a specific point and holding it for a period of time (i.e. 15-60 
seconds)2. SS is a common technique for athletes, with some evidence that it provides 
either similar 1, 6 or greater ROM increases when compared to BS and DS 7-9. While DS 
involves active movements through a full or nearly full ROM 10-12, BS is a technique 
that involves bouncing movements at the end of ROM 1, 12.   However, many studies 
have shown that although SS improves ROM, prolonged SS can acutely impair muscle 
performance 1, 2, 4, 5. Therefore, many athletic populations have replaced SS with DS and 
BS in their training sessions.  
DS seems to be an acceptable technique to be added to the training session of a 
population that does not have extensive or extreme levels of flexibility as their main 
training goal. Since DS consists of similar movements that will be performed during the 
athletes’ performance, it adheres to the concept of training specificity 2. The literature 
has demonstrated positive and null effects with DS on power and force performances 2, 
3, 11, 13, 14, while a few studies have shown decreases in muscle performance 15, 16 .  
BS stretching is a less popular stretching technique because some studies have 
claimed a greater risk of injuries due to a very fast lengthening movement of the muscle 
7. However, Wyon et al. 2010 showed that BS can only increase the risk of injury when 
performed by a population that is not familiarized with the technique 17. Opplert et al. 
2017 showed that some acute stretching studies have used the DS terminology when 
referring to BS. The misconception between DS and BS differentiation leads to 
misinterpretation of the effects of both on muscle performance. Some studies have 
reported that BS leads to similar ROM improvements compared to SS,  as well as 
similar results on muscle force 1, 18. However, they differ on fatigue performance and 
between population with different levels of flexibility 1. Lima et al. (2016) showed that 
BS stretching increased ballerinas’ muscle resistance to fatigue. However, the acute 
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stretching effects seem to be dependent on a variety and complexity of variables such as 
duration, volume, muscle and population 5, 19. Most acute studies demonstrated 
stretching effects on populations that were not well familiarized with these techniques. 
There are many studies showing high reliability and external validity of research 
designs that had participants who were well familiarized or had a high level of 
experience in specific tasks that were used for testing 20-22. Additionally, populations 
tested on these studies have little interest in increasing their ROM as their main training 
goal. This contrasts with populations such as gymnasts, dancers, figure skaters and 
others that are submitted to extensive and intensive stretching programs since early 
ages. There have been very few studies in the literature showing the acute effects of 
stretching in a very flexible population such as gymnasts, ballerinas, and figure skaters.  
Many of the studies showing acute effects of prolonged SS show similar results 
on ROM increases and muscle force impairments. However, only a few studies have 
investigated stretch training effects on ROM, where flexibility enhancement has been 
addressed to either morphological, neurological or psychological changes 23. The 
morphological changes are measured by examining changes in muscle tendon stiffness, 
muscle fascicle length and pennation angle 24, 25. However, a recent review performed 
by Freitas et al. 23 showed that most of the studies involving short periods of stretch 
training could not support the increase of ROM as a morphological change. Previous 
studies have suggested that neural adaptations are responsible for acute and early 
adaptations to stretching programs 26, 27. Longer periods of stretch training programs 
showing flexibility gains may be underlined by changes in stretch tolerance 28. There 
are many studies showing decreases in spinal excitability using a variety of techniques 
26, 29-31. However, this could also be neutralized by supraspinal or corticospinal 
excitability, thus compensating these decreases found in the spinal excitability. 
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However, the neurological changes found in stretch training programs occurred only 
with a short period of stretching training (< 4 weeks) 32.   
The research community still seems to widely accept the increase in stretch 
tolerance as the main mechanism for flexibility gains from a stretch training program. 
Magnusson et al. 1996 showed that short stretch training periods (3 weeks) increases 
participants stretch tolerance with no changes found on muscle tendon stiffness. 
However, the stretch training programs used by the majority of the chronic studies lack 
periodization and do not modulate volume, load and mode of stretching. Many studies 
have shown positive results on strength and power gains after a periodized strength 
training program over a non-periodized program 33-37. The modulation of volume and 
intensity of strength training during periodization allow for appropriate 
overcompensation of strength. Perhaps, modulation of stretch training variables would 
accomplish similar goals by providing greater flexibility overload adaptations (gains). 
Additionally, most of the population, including gymnasts, have been using similar 
stretching programs for years with little modification in their programs. Thus, there is a 
lack of different stimuli to generate greater physiological adaptations. This may be a 
hypothesis why most studies have only found changes in stretch tolerance rather than 
neurological or morphological changes.  
 
1.3 Acute Effects of Stretching 
 
Stretching is a technique that involves lengthening musculotendinous and other 
elastic structures under static or dynamic conditions, usually for short periods of time, 
thus enhancing joint flexibility (Joke, Nelson Arnold et al. 20072, 4, 5). SS is one of the 
most popular types of stretching performed within athletic and non-athletic populations. 
It consists of lengthening the muscle to the end of ROM to near or maximal point of 
discomfort and holding this position for an extended period of time (i.e. 15-60 
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seconds)2, 4. It has been incorporated as a warm up for exercise routines to improve 
muscle performance and reduce the risk of injuries 7, 38. However, a consistent body of 
research in this field has shown that longer periods of static stretching (>60s) may cause 
impairments of muscle performance, such as the maximal force output,  explosive force, 
power, balance, reaction and movement time in untrained or recreationally active 
populations 4, 5, 9, 39. Therefore, BS and DS stretching have been reported to lead to less 
impairments on muscle performance and similar ROM improvements as SS in some 
studies 1, 6.  However, SS has been reported to provide greater ROM than DS or BS in a 
number of studies 7-9. There is some misunderstanding in the literature regarding the 
differences between both stretching techniques 12. While BS involves lengthening the 
muscle to the maximal point of discomfort and performing bouncing movements at the 
final angles of the joint ROM (1, 12), DS involves the performance of a controlled 
movement through the ROM of the active joint(s) 5. The dynamic nature of DS with the 
reported lack of subsequent performance impairments has led to a paradigm change in 
the last 10-20 years where DS is emphasized to a greater degree than SS as a 
predominant warm up technique to prepare for an upcoming exercise.  Although some 
studies have shown similar increases in ROM for SS, BS and DS 1, 6, 7, typically only 
trivial to small changes or increases in muscle power after BS and DS have been found 
(Behm et al. 2016).  
However, a few studies have shown performance decreases after DS and BS 9, 14, 
18. Behm et al. (2016) reviewed 184 studies showing a decrease in squat power 
performance after DS stretching. Therefore, they suggested that these impairments 
happened due to the lack of specificity between the task and the DS stretching exercises. 
Stretching effects probably depend on a complex combination of factors such as 
participants with different sporting backgrounds 1, 19 , stretch intensity, volume, type, 
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structure, progression and control 5. All these variables can cause specific acute and 
chronic effects on muscle performance. Fletcher et al. 2010 examined 2 sets of 10 
repetitions of slow vs fast DS on both countermovement jump (CMJ) and drop jump 
(DJ) jump heights in recreationally college athletes. They found that performing fast DS 
led to greater increases of CMJ and DJ performance and both stretching velocities led to 
9.07%, 7.67%, 11.78% and 13.27% increases of knee ROM during CMJ and DJ, 
respectively. However, the dynamic stretching exercises used in this research protocol 
seemed to be more focused on preparing the participants for the following exercises that 
they will be performing in their routines than on increasing ROM. Nevertheless, Unick 
et al. (2005) found no changes of vertical jump height scores after three sets of 15 
seconds of four SS and BL stretching exercises for gastrocnemius, hamstrings and 
quadriceps muscles in resistance trained women. 
Behm et al. (2016), in a comprehensive literature review that included more than 
200 articles, demonstrated that SS performed for long periods of time negatively 
impacts force production and power. Therefore, a plethora of research evidence have 
identified negative effects of SS on muscle performance, thus influencing coaches to 
reorganize exercise routines of athletes avoiding the inclusion of this stretching 
technique 4, 25, 40. Another systematic review by Kay et al. (2012) showed strength 
impairments from SS following longer periods (>45s) of SS. However, some studies 
have shown similarities in strength decrements between SS and BS. Lima et al. (2016) 
found similar decrements in hamstrings peak torque after more than 60 s of BS and SS 
stretching. Wallmann, Christensen, Perry, Hoover 41 compared the effects of SS, DS and 
BS on 40 yard sprint performance of runners. They found a similar increase in the 
performance time of runners. However, there is some evidence showing increases in 
ROM, power and strength after SS. Shrier 42 in a review of 23 studies regarding the SS 
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effects on performance showed that SS improved force, speed and power. However, 
they did not provide information regarding the SS duration. Regardless of the few 
studies that have provided information regarding SS-induced improvements on 
performance, it seems to be well established that prolonged periods of SS decreases 
muscle performance of recreationally trained populations 4, 5. 
The majority of studies mentioned in this literature review may have a 
population bias. Whereas most studies use college aged recreationally active 
populations, few studies have examined populations that are interested in stretching to 
achieve high levels of flexibility and ability to perform sport specific exercises. The 
acute negative effects from stretching may differ when performed by a highly flexible 
population 1. Morrin, Redding 43 found no SS impairments of balance, vertical jump and 
ROM in dancers. They also concluded that combining SS and DS can enhance 
performances of jump height and balance. Fletcher 11 and Lima et al. (2016) also found 
similar ROM increases and decreases on hamstrings peak torque after BS and SS for 
both ballet dancers and resistance trained women 44. Additionally, a review on different 
stretching techniques for dancers showed that the emphasis of DS is to prepare the 
joints and elastic tissues for the exercises that will be performed during their routines 17. 
It also often includes the same exercises performed during an athletic routine and it is 
thought to cause an increase of muscle and body temperature 3. BS is usually 
recommended for advanced dancers since it can help them to achieve extreme levels of 
muscle length 17,  however coaches may feel more comfortable in prescribing DS to 
their athletes, as BS may increase the risk of injury such a muscle strain 7. Although 
prolonged SS can cause acute muscle performance impairments in populations that do 
not stretch very often it may still be one of the superior techniques to improve flexibility 
in populations that stretch on a daily basis 8, 45. 
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Nevertheless, for some sports, flexibility may not be the main training focus as 
the general training aim is to achieve high levels of force, power and endurance. In 
these cases, it may be more suitable performing a dynamic warm up rather than SS 
exercises 13. However, the literature seems to not focus on sporting populations that start 
stretching at a very young age and perform high levels of stretch training to attain 
flexibility demands needed in practice and competition, such as gymnasts, ballet 
dancers, figure skaters, among others. Coaches select and classify their athletes for 
competitions based on many factors that are related to their anthropometric data, 
performance and psychological aspects 46-48. However, some specific sports athletes can 
be selected to represent their institution or progress to a higher category according to 
their level of flexibility 47. Performing only DS or simple stretching exercises during 
warm up routines may not be sufficient to achieve their desired levels of flexibility.  
According to the concept of training specificity, strength and power training 
generate the greatest improvements when training is specific to the tasks performed in 
the sport or activity (Behm and Sale 1993; 49.  For instance, Allison, Bailey, Folland 50 
investigated the effects of prolonged static stretching on running economy and 
neuromuscular function in male runners. They found that maximal oxygen consumption 
values were not affected during the running tasks after eight stretching exercises of 40 
seconds for quadriceps, hamstrings and plantar flexors. However, SS decreased 
isometric maximal voluntary contraction (5.5%) and CMJ (5.6%), respectively. The 
reason for these results may be because maximal oxygen consumption test is more 
specific to runners’ performance than isometric maximal voluntary contraction test. In 
contrast, 51 showed that general populations with either low or high flexibility levels 
decreased hamstrings peak torque after stretching. However, the population that had 
high flexibility returned to the baseline peak torque levels faster than the population 
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with low flexibility. Behm, Bradbury, Haynes, Hodder, Leonard, Paddock 52 also 
investigated a short period of SS (3x30 seconds) in 9 males and 9 females. They did not 
find any correlation between changes in ROM and  stretch impairments of CMJ, DJ and 
quadriceps and hamstrings MVC’s. They also performed a short period of SS training (4 
weeks 5 days per week) for quadriceps, hamstrings and gastrocnemius in 12 males not 
engaged in flexibility training. Participants performed the same SS volume as the acute 
study (3x30 seconds) and were similarly tested. The magnitude of stretching 
impairments on muscle performance remained the same even after the short stretching 
training protocol. The authors concluded that flexibility is not correlated to stretch-
induced impairments. However, the stretching training protocol was performed for a 
short period (4 weeks), and previous studies have shown that this training period is 
insufficient to induce morphological changes 23. Lima et al. (2016) also found that 
ballerinas, who are highly flexible, after performing BL stretching had greater 
endurance thus inducing less fatigue, which shows that task specificity seems to play a 
major role in the stretching responses. 
There are some conflicts in the literature regarding effects and definition of DS 
and BS stretching 12. DS stretching is a technique more focused on developing athlete’s 
performance for their daily routines than focusing on BS. The majority of the studies 
have shown positive or no changes on the acute effects of DS 8, 11, 14. However, in the 
Behm et al. (2016) review, there were a few DS studies demonstrating some 
impairments in power.  Therefore, the literature shows some contradictory results of the 
acute effects from stretching on functional performance, which seems to be highly 
dependent on the flexibility levels and specific training/activity performed by different 
populations.  Nevertheless, to date no thorough investigation has been performed 
exploring neurophysiological and morphological aspects underpinning stretching effects 
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on muscle and functional performance between populations with high vs. low levels of 
flexibility. 
 
1.4 Volume, Intensity and Duration of Stretching 
 
 The major variables underlying stretching effects are intensity, duration, 
frequency and volume. In a review study, Behm et al. (2016) concluded that these 
variables have a direct impact on the acute stretching effects. However, Bandy et al. 
(1998) compared the effects of static stretching on hamstrings flexibility using different 
strategies, which involved stretching for 30 seconds vs 60 seconds, and one time per 
day vs three times per day, and found that managing either volume or frequency led to 
similar results for increasing hamstrings ROM. In agreement with these results, Ogura, 
Miyahara, Naito, Katamoto, Aoki 53 found similar increases for hamstrings ROM 
between 30 vs 60 seconds of SS. However, they also reported a decrease of hamstrings 
maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) after 60 seconds of SS, although 30 seconds of 
SS did not impair hamstrings MVC. The literature seems to consistently agree that 
prolonged SS acutely causes some decrements on muscle performance for general 
population 4, 5, 39. However, stretching protocols utilized in the aforementioned studies 
appear to not rely on the athletic training programs or exercises from the general 
populations tested. Additionally, stretching volume and frequency used in different 
study protocols seem to be low compared to what athletes with high flexibility levels 
(e.g. gymnasts and dancers) usually perform.  
Another factor that may influence the stretching effects is the intensity. The 
most common protocol to measure stretching intensity is a discomfort scale 54. 
Participants are usually asked to perform stretching exercises at their maximal point of 
discomfort or mid-point of discomfort. Freitas et al. (2015) found greater decreases of 
hamstring passive torque after a combination of long duration of 180 seconds of passive 
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stretching and low intensity that was classified at the mid-point of discomfort (50% of 
their maximal). A decrease of passive torque is highly correlated to greater muscle-joint 
compliance which leads to increases of ROM. Freitas, Vaz, Bruno, Andrade, Mil-
Homens 55, in a second study, examined the effects of high intensity-moderate duration 
vs low intensity-long duration hamstrings passive stretching with university students. 
The high intensity-moderate duration protocol consisted of stretching at their maximal 
point of discomfort for 90s without rest and the low intensity-long duration was 
performed by stretching at their mid-point of discomfort for 900 seconds. The high 
intensity – moderate duration protocol induced an increase in hamstrings peak passive 
torque where the low intensity-long duration did not demonstrate any increases of 
passive torque after an hour of passive stretching. However, after one minute of 
stretching the hamstrings muscles, passive torque decreased to a greater extent after low 
intensity-long duration protocol compared to high intensity- moderate duration. The 
authors suggested that duration may play a greater role than intensity, but that increases 
of hamstrings passive torque after the high intensity-moderate duration protocol may 
have occurred due to an increase of stretch tolerance. Additionally, the authors reported 
that duration may play a greater role on ROM and passive torque changes when 
stretching is performed at the mid-point of discomfort, as  it seems to be more efficient 
than stretching at the maximal point of discomfort. Behm, Kibele 56 investigated the 
effects of three different stretching intensities (100%, 75% and 50% of point of 
discomfort) on CMJ, DJ and SJ in university students. The SS protocol consisted of four 
sets of 30 seconds for quadriceps, hamstrings and plantar flexors. The different 
intensities (mid, submaximal and maximal point of discomfort) affected DJ, SJ and 
CMJ height by 4.6%, 5.7%, 5.4%, respectively. They also found that stretching 
decreased CMJ by 3.7% when CMJ was performed using the preferred knee flexion 
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strategy, but it decreased CMJ by 3.8% when CMJ was performed using very short knee 
flexion amplitude. However, they did not investigate ROM. These studies demonstrate 
that using stretching intensity at mid-point of discomfort may be a better strategy to use 
to increase ROM and to diminish power performance impairments. High intensity 
stretching appears not to lead to high magnitude changes in passive muscle stiffness and 
ROM.  Young, Elias, Power 57 examined the effects of a combination of running and 
static stretching of four different durations and two intensities with dancers. Running + 
SS was performed at their maximal point of discomfort for the subsequent durations: 
one min of SS, two minutes of SS and four minutes of SS. The fourth condition was 
performed as 2 min of SS at 90% of their maximal point of discomfort. They concluded 
that none of the different stretching intensities and durations changed their ROM. 
However, running + four minutes of stretching led to greater impairments on DJ jump 
height, whereas running + two minutes of stretching at 90% did not cause any 
impairments on DJ performance. This study is in agreement with past studies that 
stretching at the maximal point of discomfort may not be the most advantageous 
strategy to increase muscle performance 58, 59. It is important to point out that these 
variables are extremely important for improving flexibility and influences on force, 
power and technical sport movements. In comparison to strength and power training 
programs, which are progressive and modulate training variables (i.e. intensity, volume, 
load) throughout their duration, flexibility training tends to remain fairly static over time 
in terms of types of exercises, intensities and durations. 
1.5 Periodization of Training 
 
To optimize the effect of strength and power training stressors on neuromuscular 
overcompensatory training adaptations, periodized training programs for strength, 
power, and endurance (muscle aerobic and anaerobic) have been almost universally 
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adopted 36, 60. There are many types of periodization models such as traditional, 
undulating model, repeated mesocycle and others (Brown et al. 2005). Traditional 
periodization has a main goal to optimize peak performance manipulating a progressive 
load and training cycles while avoiding overtraining effects. Overtraining effects lead to 
a decrease in performance as an early effect and after long periods of overtraining there 
is a mental and muscular fatigue combined effect that may lead to injuries performance 
impairments. Brown et al. 2005 defined three phases that occur with the periodized 
training. Phase I can be defined as an “alarm phase” which occurs in the early period of 
the training and leads to more neurological adaptations. With Phase II, there is a “super 
compensation” where the adaptations are the result of a variety of physiological changes 
36. These changes can be related to changes in hormones, motoneurones firing rate and 
recruitment, increases in muscle size and others 61, 62. If the training progression 
continues, the individual will finally achieve their training goal and be able to have their 
maximal performance and morphological changes. However, the last phase that is 
defined as (maladaptation) may occur when the increases and the progression 
continuous to happen for a longer period than necessary and the individual finally 
reaches the overtraining stage 36. This important evidence on periodization training has 
been used largely for the research and practitioner’s community in the strength and 
conditioning field, thus, providing significant improvements for the athletic and non – 
athletic population performance.  
There are some studies showing differences between traditional/linear 
periodization versus undulating model 33, 63. The undulating model consists of 
manipulating more frequently the training volume and load in order to allow the 
neuromuscular system longer periods of recovery during the use of lighter loads 37. 
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Additionally, there are greater stimuli to the neuromuscular system through the 
manipulation of training variables such as power, strength, velocity and others 37.  
Some studies have shown the combination or variation between strength and 
power variables on increases in muscle performance. Lamas, Ugrinowitsch, Rodacki, 
Pereira, Mattos, Kohn, Tricoli 64 investigated the effects of 8 weeks of power versus 
strength training on jump and strength performances in physically active men. They 
found that for MVC and SJ there were similar increases between power and strength 
training. However, CMJ height was only increased after power training with no changes 
for the strength training group. This may show that for movements consisting of more 
general muscles and tasks, non-specific training leads to increases in specific tasks. 
However, tasks that include a higher movement complexity, muscles activation, 
coordination and cognitive attention  may need more specific training to generate 
greater improvements 49. Behm, Young, Whitten, Reid, Quigley, Low, Li, Lima, 
Hodgson, Chaouachi 49 in a comprehensive review on the effects of strength versus 
power training on muscle strength, power and speed in youth, showed that jump 
performances were generally higher after specific power training. However, no changes 
were found after strength training. Although, jump performance was increased after 
specific power training, sprint performance was greater after strength training. The 
authors concluded that strength training may be better used for youth during the initial 
phase of training to result in a greater strength foundation to power performances. 
However, all periodization and specificity effects have been shown only in resistance, 
power and aerobic training variables. Therefore, it remains unknown if stretching 
periodization is also effective on maximizing chronic adaptations to stretching. 
 Most gymnasts have performed the same type and volume of stretching 
exercises throughout years of their training life. However, from our knowledge there are 
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no studies showing whether the performance of the same stretch training with no 
increases in volume or load are effective in increasing flexibility. It is well known that 
periodization for strength training is necessary to cause greater musculotendinous and 
neural adaptations to increase muscle force output 36, 61, 62. This may be the case for 
stretching programs as well, it is also well documented that many gymnasts drop out 
from gymnastics due to a very high level of mental and muscular fatigue, and many 
times for being exposed to stretching exercises to an extreme level of intensity, volume 
and frequency 65-67. A factor that may play a role in the high rate of drop outs could be 
related to the unchanged stretch training programs. Nevertheless, more research is 
needed to evaluate the effects of progression and periodization of stretch training on 
muscle performance, as well as on improving adherence and motivation to the 
sport/activity.  Greater degrees of ROM may be achieved over a periodization program 
due to the longer recovery periods. This may cause increases in muscle length which 
can cause more effective stretch shortening cycle and muscle force.  
1.6 Mechanisms Underlying Stretching  
 
The literature is still not conclusive regarding mechanisms underpinning 
stretching effects on muscle performance and ROM. The capability to achieve and 
maintain extensive levels of flexibility has been related to changes in either 
morphological, neurological, or psychological (stretch tolerance) factors 23, 27, 28, 55. The 
neurological changes after stretching persist for only short periods, which may be 
characterized as an acute response 27, 30, 31, 68. Morphological changes are predominately 
related to longer term flexibility training, leading to chronic changes of tissue 
properties, such as muscle thickness, pennation angle, fascia stiffness, and muscle-
tendon stiffness 69, 70. However, the alteration in stretch tolerance itself may not fully 
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explain the capacity of ballerinas, gymnasts, and other flexibility reliant athletes to 
achieve high levels of ROM even when they are not training.  
1.6.1 Acute Mechanisms 
 
Acute passive stretching involves changes in the sensitivity of primary afferent 
nerves that innervate nuclear bag and nuclear chain fibers 26, 68. Both fibers are sensitive 
to changes of muscle length and rate. Stretching these muscle fibers will increase 
sensitivity and firing rate since there will be a change on muscle length and rate, 
respectively, in the beginning of the stretching exercise. Therefore, as the duration of 
static-passive stretching increases, the fibers accommodate to this new length, and 
changes of rate no longer occur, leading to a new set position of the muscle as a new 
baseline.  This demonstrates that there are possible decreases in Ia afferent pre-synaptic 
input after passive stretching 26, 27. 
It seems to be well established in the literature that stretching the muscle 
(passive lengthening) induces depression of Hoffman (H-) reflex amplitude, thus 
increasing pre-synaptic inhibition.  This increase in the pre-synaptic inhibition have 
been related to a decrease in spinal excitability 26, 29-32, 68. However, some studies argue 
that measuring H-reflex amplitude may not be sufficient to conclude that there is a 
decrease in spinal excitability since there are more pathways involved. The depression 
of H-reflex amplitude can be measured through a decrease in the response of Ia afferent 
pre-synaptically or a decrease in motoneurone excitability. In addition, a few studies 
have shown the effects of stretching on corticospinal excitability, which may 
compensate for the decreases in spinal excitability 71, 72. However, this was not 
supported by 71, 73, who found a decrease in cortical motor output during muscle 
lengthening and demonstrated that there is an acute decrease in cortical and spinal 
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excitability after muscle lengthening. There is insufficient research to support potential 
changes in the entire neurophysiological pathway.  
1.6.2 Population Specific Adaptations 
 
1.6.3 High Flexibility Populations (Dancers, Gymnasts and Figure Skaters) 
 
Most studies use college aged, recreationally active populations, few studies 
have examined populations that are interested in stretching to achieve high levels of 
flexibility and ability to perform sport specific exercises. However, the acute negative 
effects from stretching may differ when performed by a highly flexible population 1. 
Morrin et al. found no SS impairments on balance, vertical jump and ROM variables in 
dancers. They concluded that combining SS and DS can enhance performances of jump 
height and balance43. Fletcher 11 and Lima et al. also found similar ROM increases and 
hamstrings peak torque decreases after BS and SS for both ballet dancers and resistance 
trained women 44. Additionally, a review of different stretching techniques for dancers 
showed that the emphasis of DS is to prepare the joints and elastic tissues for the 
following exercises that will be performed during their routines 17. It also often includes 
the same exercises performed during athletic routine and it can increase muscle and core 
(body) temperature 3. BS is usually recommended for advanced dancers since it can 
help them to achieve extreme levels of ROM 17,  however coaches may feel more 
comfortable in prescribing DS to their athletes, as BS may increase the risk of injuries 
such as muscle strains 7. Although prolonged SS can cause acute muscle performance 
impairments in populations that do not stretch very often it may still be one of the 
superior techniques to improve flexibility in populations that stretch on a daily basis 8, 
45. More research is needed to examine the SS and DS dose response relationship of 
high flexible athletes compared to the average population in terms of ROM and possible 
subsequent performance impairments. However, as a reminder, there are no studies 
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showing performance impairments when stretching is incorporated into a full warm-up3, 
5, 74, 75. 
1.6.4 Recreationally and Strength Trained Athletes 
 
For some sports, flexibility may not be the main training focus as the main 
training aim is to achieve high levels of force, power and endurance. In these cases, it 
may be more suitable to perform a dynamic warm up rather than SS exercises 13. 
According to the concept of training specificity, strength and power training generate 
the greatest improvements when training is specific to the tasks performed in the sport 
or activity 76 49.  For instance, Allison et al. investigated the effects of prolonged static 
stretching on running economy and neuromuscular function in male runners. They 
found that maximal oxygen consumption values were not affected during the running 
tasks after eight stretching exercises of 40 seconds each for quadriceps, hamstrings and 
plantar flexors50. However, SS decreased isometric maximal voluntary contraction and 
CMJ by 5.5% and 5.6%, respectively. The disparity with these results may be attributed 
to the task specificity of the maximal oxygen consumption test for runners’ performance 
versus a non-specific isometric MVC  test. In contrast, Babault et al. showed that 
general populations with either low or high flexibility levels decreased hamstrings peak 
torque after stretching62. However, the population that had high flexibility returned to 
the baseline peak torque levels faster than the population with low flexibility. Behm et 
al. also investigated a short period of SS (3x30 seconds) in 9 males and 9 females. They 
did not find any correlation between changes in ROM and stretch impairments of CMJ, 
DJ and quadriceps and hamstrings MVCs. They also performed a short period of SS 
training (4 weeks 5 days per week) for quadriceps, hamstrings and gastrocnemius in 12 
males not engaged in flexibility training. Participants performed the same SS volume as 
the acute study (3x30 seconds) and were similarly tested. The magnitude of stretching 
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impairments on muscle performance remained the same even after the short stretching 
training protocol. The authors concluded that the extent of flexibility is not correlated to 
stretch-induced impairments. However, the stretch training protocol was performed for 
a short period (4 weeks), and previous studies have shown that this training period is 
insufficient to induce morphological changes 23. Lima et al. also found that ballerinas, 
who are highly flexible, after performing BS stretching had greater endurance thus 
inducing less fatigue, which shows that task specificity seems to play a major role in the 
stretching responses.  
1.6.5 Chronic Mechanisms 
 
The physiological mechanisms for ROM increases appear to differ between 
acute and chronic stretching. It seems to be well established that stretching programs of 
six to eight weeks or more lead to changes in ROM and muscle passive torque 
resistance 25, 40, 69. The main physiological mechanism involved with flexibility 
increases after long term stretching interventions may be due to changes in muscle and 
fascicle length, muscle-tendon stiffness and muscle hardness. Muscle- tendon stiffness 
can be measured through a passive resistance applied to these structures while they are 
being stretched 28. Changes in muscle-tendon stiffness can be explained by the length-
tension relationship, which demonstrates that when a muscle is being shortened the 
tension applied is lower than when the muscle is elongated 28. Decreases in the passive 
resistance from the muscle-tendon may happen because there is a loss of energy from 
the viscoelastic properties 77. Muscle hardness can be defined as the mechanical 
properties of the muscle related to its viscoelasticity and stiffness. Okamura, Tsukune, 
Kobayashi, Fujie 78 investigated the effects of acute SS in muscle hypotonicity. They 
found that muscle viscoelasticity had greater decreases at the end of the stretching 
exercise compared to the start phase.  Akagi, Takahashi 79 evaluated the effects of 5 
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weeks SS program consisting of 3 sets of 2 min SS of gastrocnemius for 6 days per 
week in males. They showed that a short stretching program led to a decrease in muscle 
hardness. However, a few short-term stretching studies did not find chronic effects of 
stretching in muscle stiffness, fascicle length and muscle-tendon junction stiffness 24, 80. 
Contrary to these findings, Freitas et al. 70 found biceps femoris fascicle length and 
ROM increases after eight weeks of stretching training. In agreement with this study, 
Guissard, Duchateau 31 determined that the improvement of flexibility was correlated to 
a decrease in muscle passive stiffness after 10 sessions of stretching training. They also 
found that there was a decrease of H- and T- reflex, and that flexibility and passive 
stiffness were maintained for one month after training, but the reflexes returned to the 
baseline state. Nevertheless, they concluded that the main physiological mechanisms 
responsible for the long term stretching effects is the reduction in passive stiffness of 
muscle-tendon and decrease in the amplitude of H- and T-reflex. Therefore, the reflex 
responses could be one of the major mechanisms of gaining flexibility in short-time.  
Changes in muscle-tendon may also be responsible for chronic adaptations from 
long-term stretching programs. Kokkonen, Nelson, Eldredge, Winchester 81 reported 
that after 8 weeks of stretching training there was an increase in 1RM knee extension 
and flexion, jump height and ROM. However, LaRoche, Lussier, Roy 82 did not find 
any differences of hip extensors peak torque and power from pre- to post- 4 weeks of 
BS and SS program, although they did not report the stretching intensity of the protocol. 
However, a recent review on the chronic stretching effects in the muscle-tendon 
properties has suggested that short term stretching (4 to 8 weeks of stretching program) 
has small effects on the resistance of passive torque, which suggests that muscle-tendon 
stiffness remains similar. They suggested that the absences of changes in muscle tendon 
structures may be due to three factors: lack of variability on intensity, volume and type 
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of stretching; greater changes in non-muscular structures (such as: fascia) rather than 
muscle-tendon changes; and stretch tolerance. Therefore, research may still lack with 
advanced equipment to assess all possible changes in muscle and tendon structures that 
are caused by stretching.  
It is well documented in the literature that periodization is important for strength 
training to alter muscle and tendon structures. However, stretching training programs 
are usually performed using the same stretching exercises with slight changes of 
intensity and volume. For instance, stretching training is constantly performed with a 
lack of any type of periodization for intensity, volume and frequency progressions in 
gymnasts, who start training from a very young age and perform stretching programs 
throughout their athletic life that involve very painful stretching exercises. Therefore, 
further research is needed on stretching training periodization, which may enable 
greater findings on the effects of stretching in morphological adaptations.    
1.6.6 Stretch Tolerance 
 
Modification of sensation after stretch training protocols appear not to have been 
evaluated after a long-term stretching program (more than 8 weeks). As previously 
mentioned Magnusson, Simonsen, Aagaard, Sørensen, Kjaer 24 concluded that 
modification of sensation is the main explanation for increases of flexibility, as they did 
not find increases of passive muscle stiffness. An additional study of Magnusson, 
Simonsen, Aagaard, Boesen, Johannsen, Kjaer 83 showed that acute static stretching 
decreased hamstrings stiffness similarly between participants that had low and normal 
levels of hamstrings flexibility. However, no changes were found in hamstrings cross 
sectional area. Participants that had tight hamstrings demonstrated lower peak torque 
and lower hamstrings stiffness during passive stretching compared to normal 
participants. However, 84 reported in a review on stretching techniques of passive 
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properties changes that a single stretching exercise can induce a 30% decrease of 
hamstrings viscoelasticity. They also showed that more than one repetition of stretching 
may lead to a decrease in muscle stiffness, which may return to baseline levels after one 
hour. These morphological changes were found after acute stretching interventions. 
They also investigated hamstrings passive resistance and electromyography (EMG) 
after 3 weeks of SS.  They concluded that no changes were found with the EMG signal 
and passive resistance, although stretching led to an increase of stretch tolerance. Thus, 
based on these results the authors suggested that changes in muscle extensibility are a 
result of stretch tolerance increases rather than morphological modifications. However, 
although stretching tolerance seemed to play a significant role for the increases of 
flexibility, this may not be the only possible explanation. For instance, stretch tolerance 
does not explain the fact that retired gymnasts that do not perform stretching exercises 
anymore are still able to perform exercises that involve high ROM. 
1.7 Conclusions 
 
The stretching literature demonstrates that the main physiological mechanism 
related to the acute effects of stretching on the increase of ROM are neurological rather 
than morphological or psychological aspects. The decrease in spinal excitability 
measured through a variety of techniques already mentioned in this review leads to 
decreased neuromuscular reflex activity thus increasing ROM. However, the effects 
from stretching on muscle performance may differ depending on the stretching mode. 
Although SS is one of the main stretching techniques to increase ROM, the majority of 
studies have shown a decrease in muscle force and power after long periods of SS. 
Nevertheless, BS and DS may lead to similar increases on ROM as SS, but 
demonstrated positive or neutral changes in muscle power. In addition, although, DS 
may be an effective technique to increase specific performance the literature is not very 
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clear whether it can be considered a stretching technique or a warm up technique. All 
these responses seem to be directly related to variables that may change their output 
such as management of duration, volume, load, intensity, muscle and population.  
The main physiological mechanism for the increase of flexibility after a chronic 
stretching program is changes on stretch tolerance. There were insufficient studies to 
support morphological or neurological changes after stretching program as the major 
factors. Stretch tolerance seems to increase and muscle tendon stiffness remains similar 
after 8 weeks of stretching. Although, stretch tolerance may play a major role in 
flexibility increases after stretching program, this may have been found because of the 
lack of periodization to elicit physiological stimulus during the stretching programs 
performed in the reviewed studies. Collectively, most studies that investigate stretch 
training responses on ROM and muscle performance used similar stretching modes, 
load and volume throughout the entire training. This may not have been enough to elicit 
greater morphological and neurological adaptations from stretching programs.  
Further research is needed to investigate long term stretching programs effects 
on morphological adaptations and stretching tolerance. Additionally, manipulating 
stretch training variables such as intensity, type of stretching, frequency and volume in 
order to investigate mechanisms underpinning ROM improvements can lead to greater 
insights of morphological adaptations and improve practical applications of stretching 
training effects.  Further research is needed to investigate the effects of periodization of 
long-term stretching training on morphological adaptations, such as muscle-tendon and 
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2.0 Introduction 
 
Static stretching (SS) is a popular technique performed to increase joint 
flexibility by lengthening elastic structures to a specific point and holding the position 
for a period of time 1-5. Acute prolonged SS has consistently been reported to induce 
maximal force and power output impairments 2,4,5. There are many studies showing the 
positive effects of long-term SS on flexibility albeit with controversial results regarding 
muscle performance output 8, 81. Long-term stretching programs (>8 weeks) may 
improve muscle performance, with measures such as jump height and maximal dynamic 
contractions 81, 85. Medeiros et al. in a meta-analysis found that flexibility training 
improved functional tests, isotonic and isometric contractions. Kokkonen et al. 
attributed the gain in power to increases in muscle length.    
A modification of sensation (stretch tolerance) has been implicated as a major 
factor influencing SS-induced increases in flexibility5, 83, 86. However, whether stretch 
tolerance works in isolation has been questioned by numerous studies showing 
morphological and neurological adaptations after stretch training29, 31, 32, 40, 87. 
Neurological adaptations have been associated with decrements in spinal excitability31, 
afferent reflex disfacilitation to the motoneurone pool26, 27 or enhancement of pre-
synaptic inhibition as measured with the Hoffman reflex (H-reflex) amplitude31. 
Guissard et al.32 found that 30% increases in ankle dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM) 
following six weeks of SS training was accompanied by a reduction of passive stiffness 
and H-reflex decrements. Whereas, acute SS responses (i.e. improved ROM and 
performance impairments) in many studies have been attributed to neurological 
adaptations 2, 4, 10, 27, chronic SS interventions generally lead to morphological 
adaptations, such as decreases in muscle-tendon stiffness and increases in fascicle 
length. Nevertheless, Freitas et al. 88 suggested in a comprehensive review that a short 
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period of SS training may not be sufficient to elicit changes in passive torque and 
decrements in stiffness. A general limitation of studies exploring SS long-term effects is 
the lack of manipulation of training variables such as frequency, intensity and sets over 
the training period. 
   SS is a common technique performed within sports like artistic, rhythmic and 
trampoline gymnastics, figure skating and dance that requires athletes to perform 
movements at a very high degree of ROM, while maintaining their maximal force and 
power output. However, SS may actually cause impairments on these performances. For 
instance, BS and SS can cause decreases on hamstrings peak torque for resistance 
trained and ballerinas, although BS may increase muscle endurance for ballerinas1.   
One of the main objectives of the highly flexible population training is to achieve 
maximal performance at maximal flexibility. Therefore, competitive gymnasts typically 
spend over 25 hours per week practicing skills that involves a combination of 
flexibility, power, balance and force89. They are evaluated at the competition by judges 
that follow a strict code of points developed by the International Gymnastics Federation, 
which requires gymnasts to perform a skill at a specific ROM. This leads to specific 
execution deductions in their overall score when these requirements are not followed. In 
many cases at a high level international competition, there may be extremely small 
differences (i.e. fractions) in the final score of the first and second place gymnast, which 
could be related to execution errors such as the gymnast failing to perform a specific 
powerful skill at a specific degree of ROM. Many clubs perform auditions to evaluate 
new gymnasts to be part of the competitive team based on their initial flexibility levels.  
Most competitive gymnasts have been performing similar exhaustive high 
volume stretch training for years without knowing whether there would be more 
efficient training regimens. Perhaps, longer recovery times between stretching bouts 
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could induce greater neuromuscular system adaptations. For example, periodized (PD) 
strength training has been commonly used by athletes and the general population to 
provide greater strength and power gains by regulating physiological responses over 
longer periods of recovery, thus decreasing the likelihood of overtraining effects. There 
are a variety of periodization modes used within the literature, however the most 
popular training programs are linear and undulating periodization33, 63, 90. Linear 
periodization includes modulation of training variables over longer microcycles, 
whereas undulating periodization aims to modulate these variable during smaller 
microcycles33. There is a strong body of research showing greater muscle performance 
increases after periodization training while avoiding mental and musculoskeletal 
exhaustion34, 36, 60. Although some studies have suggested no changes in force outcome 
after a linear versus non periodization (NP)37, 91, they suggested that periodized 
programs may be a safer training method to keep the athletes fully motivated and to 
avoid adverse effects. The neuromuscular system needs to receive sufficient regulated 
stress to induce greater adaptations. This is the case with highly strength or power 
trained individuals that have reached an adaptation window or plateau that does not 
provide further stimulus to the neuromuscular system. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, no previous study has employed periodized stretch training interventions to 
investigate long-term stretching adaptations. Such a program could provide greater 
information regarding physiological aspects of flexibility gains. Hence, the objective of 
this study was to investigate linear versus non-periodized stretch training programs with 
artistic gymnasts over an 8-week flexibility program. It was hypothesized that 
periodized stretch training would provide greater increases in flexibility, thus inducing 
greater changes in stiffness without causing impairments in muscle performance.  
 




An a priori power analysis (software package, G * Power 3.1.9.2) was used to 
calculate the sample size of this study using a statistical power of 0.8, correlation 
between groups of 0.5, and alpha level of p < 0.05. Based on previous studies 1, 31, 92-94, 
a sample size of 6.6 participants per group was calculated to achieve the desired 
statistical power. However, eight participants per group were adopted to ensure that in 
cases of attrition, the sample size would still be sufficient. 
 Sixteen artistic gymnasts’ girls were allocated to two different groups: no 
periodization (NP, n = 8, age 11.50 ± 0.95 yrs., height 140.40 ± 4.98 cm, mass 31.62 ± 
3.60 kg) and linear periodization (PD, n = 8, age 12.12 ± 2.03 yrs., height 150.62 ± 
9.32, mass 40.15 ± 10.82 kg). All participants regularly practiced artistic gymnastics 
two to three times per week for at least 2 years. Participants were free from any recent 
knee and ankle musculoskeletal injuries that may inhibit maximal performance. All 
participants’ parent or guardian read and signed an informed consent form approved by 
Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human Research (20171999-HK). 
  
2.1.2 Experimental Design 
 
In the PD group, participants had training variables progressively modified by 
increasing the number of stretch exercises and sets every two weeks (Table 1). In the 
NP group, participants performed one set of the same stretch exercises over an 8-week 
training period (Table 2). Both groups performed the stretching exercises at maximal 
intensity (maximal point of discomfort). The 8-week training program was performed 
three times per week in the gymnastics club supervised by the researcher. All 
participants’ were measured pre- and post-training for hamstrings and dorsiflexors 
stiffness and passive torque, quadriceps fatigue, quadriceps and hamstrings peak torque, 
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countermovement jump and hip extensors, and hip flexors and ankle dorsiflexors ROM 
(Figure 1). All pre- and post-tests were performed on two days separated by 48 hours, 
one week before and after the training intervention.  
PLACE TABLES 1 AND 2 AND FIGURE 1 APPROXIMATELY HERE 
 
2.1.3 Pre- and Post- Training Tests 
 
On day one, participants were measured for height and mass, followed by a 
dynamic warm up (2 x10 m of knee hugs, walking lunges, and walking alternating toe 
touch), three ROM tests for hip flexors, hip extensors and ankle dorsiflexors, and 
hamstrings and gastrocnemius stiffness measures. All the testing measures were 
performed in a counterbalanced order. On day two, participants performed the same 
warm-up as the first session, followed by a countermovement jump performance test, 
hamstrings and quadriceps peak torque (PT) measures, and fatigue test (FT). Subjects 
were fitted with electromyography (EMG) electrodes in order to measure muscle 
activation during passive torque, PT, and FT. 
 
2.1.4 Hamstrings Passive Torque  
 
Participants laid in a supine position on the isokinetic dynamometer chair. Their 
pelvis and their right leg were strapped to avoid extranneous movement. A knee 
extensor and ankle brace was attached to their right leg to ensure that they were tested 
with knee fully extended and ankle at a neutral position. A pad was also attached to 
their lumbar spine to avoid pelvis rotation and maintain natural lumbar lordosis. Their 
right leg was passively moved by the researcher towards their chest and held for two 
seconds until the point that participants indicated their maximal ROM. The ROM used 
for the passive torque (stiffness) test was calculated using 80% of their maximal ROM 
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to ensure that participants were fully comfortable with the procedures. For this, a 
familiarization session was conducted, where the dynamometer passively moved their 
right leg from the neutral position (dynamometer angle = 0°) to 80% of their maximal 
ROM at a constant velocity of 5°.s-1  for four repetitions. Finally, participants were 
tested for the final test where five more repetitions were conducted using the same 
procedures. Bipolar electrodes were attached on their biceps femoris (BF) and rectus 
femoris (RF) to ensure that no active contraction was performed. Data were discarded if 
participants had BF and RF EMG activation higher than 1% of their PT. The limb was 
weighed for gravity corrections. The procedures of hamstrings passive torque were 
based on previous study using similar procedures, which has found high reliability for 
these test.4 (Figure 2)  
 
2.1.5 Data reduction 
 
Passive stiffness was calculated by the ratio of change in passive torque to the 
change in displacement of the angle (ΔT/ ΔA) 77.  The third repetition of passive torque 
and angle data were fitted using a fourth-order polynomial equation (T (θ) =  mθ4 + nθ3 
+ oθ2 +  pθ +  q) to ensure that less error would be added to the data. The derivative of 
the polynomial equation was used to calculate the slope between angle and torque, 
which identified stiffness values: (MTS= 4mθ3 + 3nθ2 + 2oθ + p). All the calculations 
were performed using a custom software Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, USA). 
 
2.1.6 Range of Motion (ROM) Tests 
 
With all ROM measures, subjects were passively moved to the point of 
moderate discomfort (5 of 10 on a discomfort/pain scale) where the participant said 
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“stop” and the goniometer position was recorded. Three trials were performed with 15-
second rest between trials. The average of the three trials was taken for further analysis. 
 
2.1.7 Hip flexors ROM 
 
Participants laid in a supine position on a massage table with their hips over the 
edge. A digital goniometer (model HG1, HALO Medical Devices, Australia) was 
strapped on their right thigh. They were instructed to pull their left knee toward their 
chest, while an assistant pressed that knee and their shoulders against the table. The 
researcher held their right leg parallel to the floor and in a 90˚ position from the heel to 
the knee, which was considered the start position (goniometer = 0). From this position, 
the right knee was pressed down towards to the ground.95 
 
2.1.8 Hamstrings ROM 
 
Participants laid in a supine position on a massage table, and the researcher 
passively moved their right leg with the knee extended towards their chest. The opposite 
leg was kept extended by an assistant. A digital goniometer was placed on the back of 
their right leg. The researcher held their right hip parallel to the floor at 90˚ position, 
which was considered the start position (goniometer = 0). From this position, their hip 
was passively moved towards their chest.96 
 
2.1.9 Gastrocnemius ROM 
 
Participants laid in a supine position on a massage table with their knees 
extended. The researcher placed their right ankle at a neutral position (start position) 
where the goniometer indicated 0°. From this position, their ankle was passively moved 
to a point of moderate discomfort.97 
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  2.1.10 Vertical Jump Tests 
 
CMJ was performed using a Vertec® (Gill Athletics Inc, Champaign, IL, USA) 
device to measure jump height. Prior their jump performance, participants were asked to 
stand next to the Vertec device using their dominant arm to reach and touch the lowest 
visual vane, where their reach height was taken to correctly adjust the device height. 
Participants started in a standing position with their shoulders flexed at 90 degrees. 
After the researcher’s command, participants performed a rapid squat movement to a 
self-selected squatting position, and then jumped vertically as high and fast as possible 
with arm swing and no pause at the bottom. Three attempts were provided to 
participants. The average of three repetitions of each vertical jump test was considered 
for further analyses98, 99. 
 
2.1.11 Peak Torque 
 
Peak torque measures for hamstrings and quadriceps were performed on a Humac Norm 
isokinetic dynamometer (Cybex NORM®, Humac, CA, USA). Participants were seated 
on the dynamometer chair with straps across their chest, hips and thighs. The 
dynamometer lever arm was attached above their right medial malleolus. They were 
asked to hold their arms across their chest for the entire test. A familiarization was 
conducted consisting of three maximal knee-extension isokinetic concentric 
contractions at 60°.s-1. After the familiarization, participants were asked to perform five 
maximal knee extension-flexion isokinetic concentric repetitions at 60°.s-1, from 90° 
(knee flexion) to 0° (knee extension) of ROM. The highest quadriceps and hamstrings 
PT values across all repetitions were used for further analysis 100. Verbal encouragement 
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was provided during the test. Participants had EMG electrodes placed on their RF and 
BF. 101 
 
2.1.12 Fatigue Test 
 
Participants were seated on the isokinetic dynamometer chair using the same 
procedures as the isokinetic PT test. They were then asked to perform 30 maximal 
concentric knee extension repetitions at 180°.s-1. To assess leg fatigue, the mean of the 




The skin electrode placement was performed after shaving the hair of the skin 
and using isopropyl alcohol swabs to reduce the resistance. To measure the quadriceps 
and hamstrings muscle activity, separate bipolar (2cm center to center) surface 
electrodes Ag/AgCl were placed on the skin at the RF, TA, GM and BF muscle belly. A 
reference electrode was placed on the lateral malleolus. EMG was recorded with a 
customized software Signal 5 (Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd., Cambridge, UK) at a 
sample rate of 2000 Hz (impedance = 2 MΩ, common mode rejection ratio > 110 dB 
min (50/60 Hz), noise> 5 µV). A bandpass filter of 10Hz -500Hz and the gain at 1000 
were also set. Root mean square (RMS) was calculated over a 1s plateau of the curve 
during each knee extension and flexion for PT and FT tests.  
Stretch Training Procedures 
Both PD and NP groups trained three times per week for 8 weeks. They performed only 
static stretching at an intensity level of ten from a scale of discomfort from 1 to 10 1, 104. 
All participants performed nine stretching exercises (three stretches for each muscle 
group).  The PD group progressively increased the number of stretch exercises and 
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repetitions (starting from three to nine) for each microcycle (2 weeks) (Table 1). The no 
periodization group performed one set of all the nine stretching exercises from the 
beginning of the stretching program to the 8 weeks (Table 2). The stretching exercises 
included the following stretches: 
2.1.14 Hamstrings 
 
Sitting Toe Touch on the bench. Participants sat on the floor with their legs extended on 
the bench. One hand was placed on top of the other, and they were asked to reach 
forward toward their feet as far as possible while keeping their knees flat on a bench 
(Figure 3).  
Sitting Toe Touch. Participants sat on the floor with their legs extended. One hand was 
placed on top of the other, and they reached forward toward their feet as far as possible 
while keeping their knees flat on the ground. (Figure 4). 
Lying Hamstrings. Participants laid in supine position on the floor and pulled one leg 
with knee extended to their chest. They were asked to keep their opposite leg extended 
and on the floor. (Figure 5). 
2.1.15 Quadriceps 
 
Hip Flexors. Participants squatted on the floor with one knee flexed in front and the 
opposite leg extended behind them. They were asked to keep their trunk straight and 
stable. (Figure 6). 
Hip Flexors Kneeling. Participants squatted on the floor with one knee flexed in front 
and the opposite leg extended behind them. They were asked to pull their flexed knee 
with the opposite arm taking their heels towards their hips, while keeping their trunk 
straight and stable. (Figure 7).  
Prone Quadriceps. Participants laid in a pronated position on the floor and flexed one 
knee while pulling it toward their back. (Figure 8). 
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2.1.16 Gastrocnemius  
 
Pushing the wall. In a standing position participants kept one leg flexed in front and the 
opposite leg extended posteriorly. They were asked to push the wall with their hands to 
increase extension of the back leg (Figure 9)  
Standing on a bench. With a standing position, participants kept the ball (distal segment 
of tarsals) of their feet on a step of a bench and pressed their heels down (dorsiflexion) 
(Figure 10).  
Sitting and Pulling. Participants sat on the ground with their trunk straight and both legs 
extended. They were asked to pull their ankle to a dorsiflexion position using an elastic 
band (Figure 11).  
2.2 Statistical Analyses 
 
All data are expressed as mean and standard deviation (SD), and analyses were 
performed with SPSS 23.0 software (Chicago, IL, USA). An alpha level of 0.05 was 
used to determine statistical significance. The normality of all values was verified using 
the Shapiro Wilk test. Levene’s test was used to check the homogeneity of variance for 
all tests. Three-way repeated measures (ANOVA) [2 groups (periodization and no 
periodization) X 2 times (pre-training and post-training) X 11 angles (from 0˚ to 11˚)] 
were used to identify differences in hamstrings stiffness and passive torque. Two-way 
repeated measures, [2 times (pre-training and post-training) x 2 groups (periodization 
and no periodization)] were used to analyze changes in hamstrings and quadriceps peak 
torque, countermovement jump height (CMJ), rectus femoris (RF) and biceps femoris 
(BF) electromyography (EMG) activity, hip flexors, hip extensors and dorsiflexors 
ROM, and fatigue index. One way repeated measures and post-hoc (LSD) were used to 
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examine specific interactions and main effects. Effect sizes for each significant 
difference were calculated using Cohens d equation (ES = Post test mean – Pre test 
mean/ Pre test SD), in which values < 0.25 were considered trivial, 0.25-0.5 small, 
0.50-1.0 moderate, and > 1.0 large based on highly trained subjects.105  
2.3 Results 
For CMJ there was no interaction for group and time (p =0.15). Effect sizes 
indicated that the periodization group had moderate (ES = 0.5) magnitude of change for 
increases in CMJ height compared to the NP group, who had trivial (ES = 0.2) 
magnitude of change. However, there was a main effect for time (p < 0.001), where 
both groups had greater CMJ height at post-training (38.36 ± 7.92 cm) compared to pre-
training (35.48 ± 1.98 cm). (Figure 12) 
For quadriceps PT, there was no interaction for group and time (p =0.49) or 
main effect for time (p=0.09), with trivial magnitude of change for both groups (ES = 
0.1). (Figure 13) 
For hamstrings PT, there was no interaction effect for group and time (p = 0.25). 
However, there was a main effect for time (p= 0.01), where hamstrings PT 
demonstrated greater values at the post-training test (52 ± 17.52 N.m-1) compared to 
pre-training test (48.17 ± 18.57 N.m-1). Effects sizes indicated a moderate magnitude 
(ES = 0.5) of change for the no periodized group compared to a trivial magnitude (ES = 
0.1) of change for periodized group. (Figure 14) 
For the fatigue index, there was no interaction between group and time (p = 0.1) 
or main effect for time (p= 0.85). Effects sizes indicated a moderate (ES = 0.6) 
magnitude of change for the no periodization group compared to a trivial (ES = 0.2) 
magnitude of change for periodized group. (Figure 15) 
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There was no interaction for RF (p = 0.95) or BF (p= 0.23) EMG with near 
significant main effects for time for RF (p = 0.06) and BF (p = 0.11) EMG activity, 
respectively. For RF effects size analysis indicated a moderate (ES = 0.8) magnitude of 
change for periodized group compared to a large (ES > 1.0) magnitude of change for no 
periodized group. For BF a large (ES > 1.0) magnitude of change was indicated for the 
periodized group compared to a small (ES = 0.3) magnitude of change for no periodized 
group. (Table 3) 
For hip extensors (p = 0.18), hip flexors (p = 0.36) and dorsiflexors (p = 0.90) 
ROM there was no interaction effects between time and group. However, there was a 
main effect for time (p < 0.01) which showed pre- to post-training increases in hip 
flexors (21.20 ± 6.02), (28.25 ± 6.55), hip extensors (33.89 ± 9.04), (42.45 ± 13.80) and 
dorsiflexors (53.00 ± 11.88) (65.62 ± 12.47) ROM, respectively. (Table 4) 
A two-way interaction was found between time and angle for hamstrings 
stiffness (p = 0.01). A one way repeated measures for angle found no difference 
between angles for the pre-training results. However, there decreases for all the angles 
compared to the first angle for post-training (p = 0.03).  (Figure 16) (Table 5) 
A two-way repeated measures interaction was found between time and angle (p 
= 0.01) for hamstrings passive torque. A one-way repeated measures analysis for ankle 
found no difference between angles for the pre-training results. However, there were 
decreases for all the angles compared to the first four angles for post-training (p = 0.01) 
measures. (Figure 17) (Table 6). 
2.4 Discussion 
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the effects of a 
periodized versus non-periodized stretch training program on hip flexors, extensors and 
dorsiflexors ROM, hamstrings stiffness and muscle performance. The results of this 
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study demonstrated that overall, an 8-week periodized stretch training program was not 
sufficient to elicit different muscle adaptations compared to a no periodization program. 
However, both stretch training programs led to increases in hamstrings, quadriceps and 
dorsiflexors ROM, which may be explained by the decreases in hamstrings stiffness. 
There were also positive responses for some muscle performance variables, such as 
increases in CMJ height and hamstrings PT. However, although both training programs 
led to long-term positive effects on muscle performance and flexibility, BF and RF 
EMG, quadriceps PT and fatigue index remained similar from pre- to post-training.   
 
Previous studies have found substantial flexibility increases after SS programs 
over short and longer periods of training (4 to 12 weeks). This is in agreement with our 
results since we found relevant increases after 8-week of SS program for different 
muscle groups. Additionally, we did not find significant changes in ROM between 
training groups, however the effects sizes for hamstrings and quadriceps ROM 
demonstrated that the periodized training group had greater magnitude increases in 
ROM. Although the most advantageous periodization strategies for strength training 
programs have been in constant debate, to the best of our knowledge our study is the 
first to investigate the effect of periodization with stretch training.  
Periodized strength training has been universally adopted by coaches to increase 
strength gains. However, the literature seems to be still uncertain whether this training 
strategy is actually effective in eliciting greater improvements in performance. Baker et 
al.106 compared three different strength training models: undulating, linear and no 
periodization on strength and vertical jump. They found increases in VJ and squat 
performance after all training groups, with no differences between groups. They 
associated these findings to their study design, which included highly trained 
participants and a short term program. Although the focus of our periodization training 
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program was on flexibility gains, the findings of Baker et al. study are in accordance 
with our results, since our participants were highly flexible gymnasts that performed a 
training program lasting only eight weeks. This time period may not have been 
sufficient to induce any significantly different adaptations between both groups. 
Hoffman et al.107 also investigated linear versus non-linear periodized strength training 
programs with American Football players over 15 weeks and did not find any 
differences in strength gains between both groups. However, in an extensive meta 
analyses performed by Rhea et al.105 comparing linear periodized and non-periodized 
strength and power training programs they concluded that linear periodized training had 
superior effects on strength and power gains compared to non-periodized training 
regardless of participants’ training background, age and sex. However, they found that 
training programs shorter than eight weeks were less effective than training programs 
lasting from nine to twenty weeks. Although our results demonstrated that both 
periodized and non periodized stretch training are effective in increasing hamstrings, 
quadriceps and ankle flexibility for both groups, there was a larger magnitude of change 
for the linear periodized stretch training programs. Therefore, a higher number of 
participants and a longer stretch training program could have elicited greater adaptations 
in flexibility for the periodized group. This demonstrates that long-term linear 
periodized stretch training may be a more effective method for creating greater 
flexibility adaptations. However, it is important to be acknowledged that the linear 




Although, changes in stretch tolerance have been highlighted as the main 
explanation for flexibility improvements 5, 9, 10, research evidence has suggested that 
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long-term stretching programs may also cause alterations in the morphology of the 
elastic tissues, which may lead to plastic changes in these structures. Marshall et al.108 
found that four weeks of stretch training for hamstrings performed five times per week 
induced a reduction of 31% in passive stiffness. Their findings are in accordance with 
our results since we found decrements in hamstrings passive stiffness after an 8-week 
intervention. This suggests that morphological adaptations may also occur after longer 
stretching interventions. Marshal et al. also did not encounter changes in stretch 
tolerance, which brings to attention that morphological adaptations may also explain 
flexibility increases. However, we did not measure stretch tolerance to support their 
results. Similarly, Magnusson et al.86 investigated hamstrings stiffness and stretch 
tolerance after three weeks of hamstrings stretching exercises. They did not find any 
differences in hamstrings stiffness after the short-term stretch training, therefore they 
related the flexibility increases as a consequence of an increase in stretch tolerance. 
Although the present study found a decrease in hamstrings stiffness, it does not preclude 
the possible contribution of increased stretch tolerance as well. However, the lack of 
change in hamstrings stiffness found in their study may be related to the duration of the 
stretching program (three weeks). Additionally, Freitas et al.88 in a recent review that 
involved over 26 articles suggested that shorter periods of stretch training may only 
cause alterations in stretch tolerance rather than any morphological adaptations.  Our 
results demonstrate that an 8-week of stretch training program may be sufficient to elicit 
changes in hamstrings stiffness.  
Although acute effects of stretching seem to cause decrements in muscle 
performance such as decreases in the muscle capacity to exert maximal force and 
power, long-term stretch training programs may cause a positive outcome in muscle 
performance. Medeiros et al.85 in a review found that chronic stretching programs 
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induce greater response on functional test and dynamic contractions. Similarly, we 
found that both periodized and non-periodized stretch training programs led to an 
increase in CMJ and hamstrings PT. However, we did not find any changes in 
quadriceps concentric PT and fatigue index for any group. This different stretching 
response between hamstrings and quadriceps may be related to the hamstrings muscle 
groups having smaller number of muscles, muscle architecture, force producing 
capabilities and cross sectional area. ROM capacity and muscle architecture between 
hamstrings and quadriceps muscle groups Our effect size results also showed that there 
was a trend for greater BF activity for the periodized group, and an overall higher RF 
activity after both training programs. Although we found a decrease in hamstrings 
stiffness, this appears to not have affected the hamstrings muscle force. This, may have 
occurred due to an increase in muscle length after both stretch training programs. 
Therefore, periodized and non-periodized stretch training led to increases in muscle 
flexibility, which may have led to greater recruitment of sarcomeres in series.  
Kokkonen et al.81 found that after a 6-week stretching program there were 
increases in vertical jump, knee-extension and endurance. They suggested that 
flexibility training leads to force gains, but is not a substitute for strength training. Our 
results are in agreement with their findings since we also found a higher CMJ height for 
both stretch training groups. This increase in CMJ height may be related to the increase 
in quadriceps flexibility leading to greater capacity of displacement of the elastic tissues 
and increases in concentric quadriceps force. CMJ involves stretch shortening cycle 
where there is rapid quadriceps eccentric action and elongation of gastrocnemius 
muscles followed by a concentric action of the quadriceps. The greater elongation of 
these muscles after stretch training may have improved the elastic storage energy 
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The findings of this study demonstrate that eight weeks of SS increases ROM, 
hamstrings PT, CMJ and decreases hamstrings stiffness, regardless if the training is 
periodized or not. This indicates that the flexibility gains after SS may be related to 
morphological changes. Furthermore, although there were no differences between both 
groups in any variable, the ES results indicated that the periodized stretch training group 
presented greater magnitude increases in flexibility compared to the non-periodized 
stretch training group.  
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2.7 Figure and Tables: 
 
Figure 1: Diagram of testing procedures. 
 
Training Session Week 1 - 2 Week 3 - 4 Week 5 - 6 Week 7 - 8 
Session 1  2 sets at max POD (3 exercises)  2 sets at max POD (6 exercises)  2 sets at max POD (9 exercises)  3 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
Session 2 2 sets at max POD (3 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (6 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 3 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
Session 3 2 sets at max POD (3 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (6 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 3 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
Table 1: Linear periodization (LP) stretch training program. POD = point of discomfort. 
 
Training Session Week 1 - 2 Week 3 - 4 Week 5 - 6 Week 7 - 8 
Session 1  2 sets at max POD (9 exercises)  2 sets at max POD (9 exercises)  2 sets at max POD (9 exercises)  2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
Session 2 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
Session 3 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 2 sets at max POD (9 exercises) 
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Figure 3: Sitting Toe Touch on the bench 
 
Figure 4: Sitting Toe Touch. 
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Figure 5:  Lying Hamstrings 
 
Figure 6: Hip Flexors 
 
Figure 7: Hip Flexors Kneeling 
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Figure 8: Prone Quadriceps 
 
Figure 9: Pushing the wall 
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Figure 10: Standing on a bench 
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Figure 12:  Mean and SD for CMJ height data for pre- to post-training for each group 
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Figure 13: Mean and SD for quadriceps PT data for pre-to-post training for each group. 
Data collapsed across groups. 
 
 
Figure 14: Mean and SD for hamstrings PT data pre-to-post training for each group. 
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Figure 15: Mean and SD for hamstrings PT data pre-to-post training for each group. 
Data collapsed across groups. 
 
 
No Periodization PRE No Periodization POST  Periodization PRE Periodization POST 
RF 0.35 ± 0.11 0.44 ± 0.20 0.28 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.10 
BF 0.05 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.19 0.08 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.06 
Table 3: Mean and SD for RF and BF activity pre- to-post training for each group. 




POST PRE POST 
Hip Flexors 22.66  ±  6.35 0.8 (M) 28.00 ± 5.48 19.75 ±  5.71 >1.0  (L) 28.50 ± 5.71  
 
Hip Extensors 34.62  ±  12.34 0.4 (S) 39.91  ± 9.18 33.16 ± 4.63 >1.0  (L) 45.00  ± 17.59  
 Dorsiflexors 54.29 ± 9.98 >1.0 (L) 65.70  ± 15.26 51.70 ± 14.11 >1.0  (L) 65.54  ± 10.00  
 Maximal Hip Extensors 121 ± 13.68 >1.0 (L) 134. 62 ± 13.42 120.12 ± 9.04 >1.0  (L) 130.37 ± 16.04 120.56 ± 11.21               132.50 ±14.45 
Maximal Dorsiflexors 62.37 ± 17.09 0.6 (M) 73.37 ± 9.42 57.75 ± 9.46 >1.0  (L) 68.37 ± 5.04 60.06 ± 13.56      70.87 ± 7.74 






28.25 ± 6.55 *   21.20  ± 6.02 
Collapsed Hip Extensors       33.89 ± 9.04 42.45 ± 13.80 * 






65.62 ± 12.47*      53.00  ± 11.88 
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Figure 16: Mean and SD for hamstrings stiffness for both groups for the last ten angles 
of participants at 80% at max ROM. 
 
Hamstrings 
Stiffness                   	  	   	  	  
Angles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Periodization 0.5 (M) 0.8 (M) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤  0.25 (T) 0.6 (M) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤  0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) 
No Periodization  0.6 (M) 0.6 (M) ≤ 0.25 (T) 0.5-1.0 (M) 0.5-1.0 (M) ≤  0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≥ 1.0 (L) ≥ 1.0 (L) ≥ 1.0 (L) 
Table 5: ES for hamstrings stiffness for both groups for each angle of the last tem 
angles of participans at 80% of max ROM. 
 
Figure 17: Mean and SD for hamstrings passive torque for each group for the last ten 
angles of participants at 80% of max ROM. 
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Hamstrings 
Passive Torque                       
Angles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Periodization ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T)  ≤0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) 
No Periodization  ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) ≤ 0.25 (T) 
Table 6: ES for hamstrings passive torque for each group and each angle of the last ten 
angles of participans at 80% of max ROM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
